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Abstract
In this paper, we evaluate the performance of a P2Pbased content distribution system in heterogeneous, wireless networks. The mobile users coordinate each other with
cooperation strategies enabled by the multi-source download mechanism, as in eDonkey or BitTorrent. Due to the
mobility, vertical handovers between different wireless access technologies are required which may result in transmission delays and IP address changes of the switching
peer. Hence, connections among users have to be reestablished and downloading users are requeued at a providing
peer’s waiting queue. In detail, we investigate the impact
of requeueing with each VHO as well as the use of mechanisms that preserve the IP address and connections beyond
VHOs, like MobileIP. Another important phenomenon occurring with VHOs is the abrupt change of the available
bandwidth, e.g., from a fast WLAN connection to a rather
slow UMTS connection. We evaluate the download times
for files by means of simulation while considering different
load scenarios in today’s and future network layouts of the
B3G network. As a result of the performance evaluation, we
derive a new time-based cooperation strategy that counters
the impact of mobility. Instead of downloading individual
blocks of a file, a user gets a time slot at a providing peer.
We show that this leads to a significant performance gain.

1. Introduction
Current telecommunication systems reveal two major
trends: heterogeneous wireless networks and peer-to-peer
(P2P) file sharing systems. The latter is a common application nowadays and makes most of current Internet traffic,
as several studies, e.g., [11] and [16], have shown. P2P
file sharing is based on cooperation among the users in the
system, called peers, to enable an efficient content distribution. This requires mechanisms to coordinate and control
the access to resources of the peers, i.e., their upload bandwidths and the desired contents. The fundamental multisource download (MSD) mechanism, as used in eDonkey
or BitTorrent, allows requesting users to order and download the desired data from several providing peers in parallel. Therefore, a file is typically split into chunks of fixed
size which are exchanged among the peers. The providing
peer then schedules the download requests and serves the
user according to some cooperation strategy.
In prior work [9, 10], we investigated by means of measurement and simulation whether P2P file sharing is feasible

in wireless networks. We found that UMTS as radio access
technology already allows a content distribution service for
mobile-related contents, like ring tones or small video files
in the order of several megabytes. In this paper, however,
we consider a heterogeneous wireless network with different infrastructure-based radio access technologies, in particular UMTS and WLAN. This is referred to as beyond third
generation (B3G) network.
A mobile user moving through this landscape needs to
perform vertical handovers (VHO), i.e., pass the ongoing
connections from one access system to another, as well as
from one operator to another. A VHO implies some delay
to reestablish the connections. During this period of time,
no application data is transferred. In addition, registering
to a new access technology might also change the peer’s
IP address which leads to the loss of all TCP connections
currently opened for file transfer. But even worse, on application layer, when contacting a providing peer with new IP
address, the peer does not keep its old position in the providing peer’s waiting queue but reenters at the end of the
queue and waits to be served.
Another important phenomenon in B3G networks, the
switching between radio access technologies, results in an
abrupt and dramatic change of the mobile peer’s uplink
and downlink capacity. Within milliseconds, a previously
highly attractive peer with good Internet connection can become a very slow peer that may slow down the performance
of the whole content distribution process. In this paper, we
focus on the qualitative effect that three VHO phenomena
have at application layer: abrupt bandwidth change, transmission delay, and change of IP address. Investigating these
effects requires simulation runs at rather long time scales
which makes it impossible to simulate background traffic.
Consequently, we focused on simulating the P2P mechanism and the mobility of the users while simply assuming
fixed transmission rates for WLAN and UMTS cells. As
a result, we are not able to make quantitative statements
on the downloading times for certain files in a certain environment but qualitative statements that are relevant when
designing a content distribution service in a heterogeneous
wireless environment with mobile users.
The goal of this paper is to evaluate this mobile P2P
system and mitigate the impact of the users’ mobility on
the performance of distributing content. The P2P file sharing system is oriented towards eMule, a popular P2P client
based on the eDonkey protocol. In particular, we investigate

the impact of requeueing with each VHO as well as the use
of mechanisms that preserve the IP address and connections
beyond VHOs, like MobileIP, at the cost of additional transmission delays. We evaluate the download times for files
among the users by means of simulation while considering
different load scenarios in today’s and future network layouts of the B3G network. In the future network layout, we
assume a better WLAN coverage than in today’s network
layout. The question arises whether the increased capacity
due to the higher WLAN density dominates the drawbacks
of VHOs on P2P file sharing systems. We only want to
make a qualitative and not a quantitative statement on these
results focusing on the visible effects of mobility.
As a result of the performance evaluation, we derive a
new time-based cooperation (TBC) strategy that counters
the impact of mobility, in particular, abrupt changes in the
available uplink capacity. Instead of downloading individual blocks of a file, a volume-based cooperation (VBC) as
is common, a user gets a time slot at a providing peer. We
show that this leads to a significant performance gain w.r.t.
download efficiency and also regard fairness.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2, we present related work on mobile P2P w.r.t. file
sharing in cellular environments. Section 3 introduces the
simulation model and formulates the objective of this paper
more clearly. In Section 4, we analyse the impact of mobility in different network layouts and load situations, and
emphasize the effects of mobility and VHO on the system’s
performance. In Section 5, we introduce the new time-based
cooperation strategy to mitigate the impact of mobility on
P2P networks that respects mobility in heterogeneous environments. In Section 6, we summarize our main results.

2. Background and Related Work
The research on P2P has received a lot of attention in
the last years. A fundamental overview on P2P applications
and systems is given in [19] discussing among others P2P
file sharing networks as well as P2P techniques in mobile
and ubiquitous environments. However, the combination
of both, i.e., P2P file sharing in a mobile environment especially in infrastructure-based wireless networks, and its
performance analysis is missing.
In general, the term mobile P2P (MP2P) extends the
P2P paradigm to the domain of mobile, wireless networks.
MP2P applications and protocols cover a broad range of
use. Recently, MP2P research projects have received high
attraction which is reflected by the popularity of latest IEEE
workshops [1, 2]. However, most of the work addresses
structured P2P networks based on distributed hash tables
as lookup-service or considers mobile ad hoc networks
[8, 13, 21]. Epidemic content distribution is also a typical
application for infrastructure-less wireless networks.
In the context of infrastructure-based mobile networks,
some investigations on P2P-based content distribution exist.

The authors of [4] propose a JXTA solution to create a mobile file sharing environment in 3G environment. In previous work [9, 10], the feasibility of P2P file sharing in UMTS
networks was shown. An architecture concept [15] was
proposed to improve the system performance using caching
peers for popular contents. In contrast to previous work, this
paper addresses a heterogeneous wireless network with different infrastructure-based radio access technologies, e.g.,
UMTS and WLAN. To the best of our knowledge, this is
the first paper which describes the impact of VHOs on P2P
file sharing applications based on an MSD mechanism.
The effect of heterogeneous, but fixed link capacities in
BitTorrent-like file sharing systems was analytically evaluated with a simple fluid model in [17]. It is shown that
bandwidth heterogeneity can have a positive effect on content propagation among peers. [7] identifies the principal
design choices of content distribution that draw the behavior
of the system. Among others, the structure of the P2P overlay and the cooperation strategy are emphasized. According
to [7], a cooperation strategy is the result of three factors
coupled together, the peer selection strategy, the chunk selection strategy, and the network degree. In [18], a robust
cooperation strategy is presented to overcome the problem
of leeching peers and starving chunks in the system, while
the cooperation concept in [6] makes peers help each other
in downloading data. However, these strategies do not take
into account changing uplink and downlink capacities of
peers, as caused by VHOs in a B3G network.

3. Modeling and Simulation Description
We consider a content distribution system in a heterogeneous wireless environment. In particular, we focus on a
multi-source download (MSD) mechanism which is based
on the eDonkey protocol as implemented in the eMule application. The investigated radio access technologies comprise
an area-wide UMTS network and WLAN hotspots which
may overlap. The mobile users move in the landscape and
perform VHOs between both technologies or between different WLAN cells. In this context, the switch from one
WLAN cell to another is also denoted as VHO, as it might
cause an additional delay and the re-assignment of IP addresses. In the following, the different models and their implementation in the simulation are explained in more detail.

3.1. Multi-Source Download Mechanism
MSD is enabled by dividing a file into smaller chunks
and blocks which are subparts of chunks. According to
eMule, the chunks have a size of 9500 kB and the block size
is 180 kB. A downloading peer requests blocks from multiple serving peers, i.e., from sources of that file, and might
obtain them from multiple sources in parallel. As soon as a
peer has downloaded a complete chunk, it becomes a source
for the file, and can redistribute the already received chunks
and their blocks. The benefit of MSD lies in the speed-up

via the parallel download of data and the faster creation of
additional sources for chunks. As a result, MSD does not
rely on a single source and can therefore avoid bottlenecks
and overcome churn.
In order to cooperatively share and exchange the files in
such a content distribution network, resource mediation and
resource access control functions are required. Resource
mediation functions are used to locate the resources in the
overlay. They vary from centralized concepts such as index
servers, as in eDonkey, to highly decentralized approaches
such as flooding protocols, as in the Gnutella network, or
distributed hash tables (DHT), as used in the Chord protocol. In this work, we assume the existence of global knowledge of providing peers for all files, which may be achieved
by index servers as in eDonkey. The focus is on the P2P resource access control, i.e., mechanisms to permit, prioritize,
and schedule the access to shared resources. This is implemented via cooperation strategies in the P2P system.
A peer can download from an arbitrary number of
sources in parallel. While the number of parallel download
connections is not limited, the number of parallel upload
connections at a peer is restricted to a maximum of n in order to guarantee a certain minimal bandwidth. In [18], we
have shown that the restriction to a single upload connection is appropriate in a cooperative environment with peers
willing to contribute by uploading data. Leeching peers and
free-riders are out of the scope of this work. In the simulations, we use n = 1, i.e., a peer provides only a single
upload connection independent of its upload capacity.
A peer sends a download request to a peer providing the
desired file. If the provider already serves n peers, it pushes
the request into its uplink waiting queue. As soon as an
upload connection becomes available, the first peer in the
uplink waiting queue is served. For short, the uplink waiting queue is a first-in-first-out (FIFO) queue. While being
served, each peer downloads a specific amount of data in a
row. In the current eMule application, these are three blocks
resulting in a so called download unit (DU) of size 540 kB.
After completing a DU, a peer will either reenter the waiting
queue at the end or leave this peer, if it has already finished
downloading the desired data. The upload queue model is
demonstrated in Fig. 1. We also consider churn, i.e., peers
alternate between online and offline phases with randomly
distributed durations. If a peer goes offline, the existing data
connections are dropped, but the already downloaded bytes
of a DU are stored and do not get lost.

3.2. Mobile Users in a B3G Network
The mobile peers of the content distribution system are
connected via UMTS or WLAN to the Internet. We assume
an area-wide coverage of UMTS with a fixed transmission
rate of 384 kbps in downlink and 64 kbps in uplink direction. For the WLAN technology, we assign a fixed symmetric bandwidth of 1 Mbps for up- and downlink each. Note,
that we do not consider radio resource management mech-

Figure 1. Upload queue of a providing peer.
anisms of the wireless network, like admission, power, or
rate control, as we aim at the qualitatively evaluation of the
effect of VHO on the P2P system. In addition, we do neither consider background traffic in the wireless network nor
the case that multiple peers share the capacity of one cell.
Including these effects into the simulation would on the one
hand lead to unbearable simulation times and on the other
hand blur the clear impact of the VHO only.
The WLAN cells are randomly uniformly distributed
within the considered area. We use the disc model with
a radius of 50 m to describe the coverage area of a single
WLAN cell. In our simulations, we consider a typical city
center which is modeled as a square of length 2400 m. According to the investigated scenario, we distinguish between
a today’s and a future network layout which only differ in
the WLAN coverage. In today’s network layout, we assume
19 WLAN cells according to the current number of public
WLAN cells in Würzburg’s city center of a German operator providing UMTS as well as WLAN [20]. In the future
network layout, we assume a much better WLAN coverage
with 200 WLAN access points.
For the users’ mobility, we did not use a classic mobility
model to simulate every movement of the user like random
direction [3]. Instead, we applied an event-based approach
that restricts the simulation to those events that affect the
content distribution system. In our simulation, the mobility
of a user is only perceived on application layer when performing a VHO. Therefore, our approach describes a user’s
mobility by the user’s sojourn time within a certain technology and transition probabilities to other technologies. This
approach is referred to as abstract mobility model (AMM).
The AMM can be modeled as a semi-Markovian finite state
machine (FSM) as defined in [14] with the wireless technologies as states, general independent sojourn times, and
the transition probabilities pij for switching from technology i to technology j as depicted in Fig. 2. In Fig. 2, UMTS
is denoted as ‘0’ and WLAN as ‘1’. The probability to
switch from WLAN to UMTS is p01 . Note, that the transition from one WLAN cell to another is also considered as
a VHO. This is taken into account with two states 1.a and
1.b for two different WLAN cells. The probability to switch
from one WLAN cell to another is p11 .

1.b
p10
p11

p11

p10
p00

0

1.a
p01

Figure 2. An FSM representing the AMM.
The distribution of the technology specific sojourn times
and the transition probabilities for the AMM are obtained
by a detailed mobility simulation. As the users’ mobility is
assumed to be independent on the application layer behavior, we do not need to simulate the P2P file sharing network
in this case. We use the random direction mobility model
[3] and simulate a single user moving through the simulation plane for 100 days to get statistically significant data.
As soon as a user enters the coverage area of a WLAN cell,
it performs a VHO and connects to the WLAN access point.
When leaving the WLAN coverage area, the user connects
to the UMTS network which is always available. If two
WLAN cells are overlapping and the user moves from cell
1.a to cell 1.b, the user immediately performs a VHO when
entering cell 1.b.
The detailed mobility simulation yields the distribution
function of the sojourn times per technology and the transition probabilities between the technologies used in the
AMM. For investigating the P2P content distribution system, we simulate the P2P file sharing mechanisms and the
resource access control in detail, while the mobility is approximated by the AMM. A random sojourn time depending on the current access technology is chosen, and then
the next access technology is randomly determined according to the transition probabilities. This approach brings an
enormous speed-up in simulation running time, since the
detailed simulation of users’ mobility is executed only once.
In addition, different mobility models can be easily investigated and compared for the same application. Due to space
limitations, these aspects and also the validation that the
AMM and the detailed mobility model result in the same
performance of the P2P system are neglected here and elaborated in [5].

3.3. Eﬀect of VHOs on P2P File Sharing
In this section, the effect of VHOs on a P2P file sharing
application is explained. When a moving user performs a
VHO, the transmission of application data is stopped for a
certain delay ∆tVHO . Registering to a new access technology may lead to a change of the current IP address and break
the peer’s ongoing upload and download connections. On
application layer, the dropped connection of a downloading peer to some providing peers re-schedules the request
of the download, i.e., the downloading peer P is requeued
in a providing peer’s waiting queue.
In addition, a peer P performing a VHO might serve as
a providing peer. The IP address change results in lost con-

nections and the peers served by P need to rediscover P by
asking the index server for new sources of a file. In standard eMule implementation, this is done periodically every
ten minutes. In the following, we will refer to this technique
as requeueing w/o refill.
An alternative method is called requeueing with refill. It
introduces a minor modification of the peer’s cooperation
strategy to improve the system performance and utilizes the
fact that a providing peer knows all peers in its uplink waiting queue before and after the VHO. Thus, the providing
peer simply reidentifies itself at the served peers with its
new IP address and invites them to continue the download.
Thus, it can speed up the recovering after a VHO.
Previously, we focused on the situation that a VHO implies an IP address change. However, approaches like MobileIP preserve the peer’s IP address and allow TCP connections to continue after the VHO. These mechanisms lead to
an additional delay ∆tMIP which we assume to be static.
On application layer, a peer keeps its current connections
running which means that it also maintains the position in
the uplink waiting queue or is still served. However, the total transmission delay during which no application data is
exchanged is now ∆tVHO + ∆tMIP . Such a mechanism is
denoted as non-requeueing technique. Since the VHO delay ∆tVHO can be assumed to be rather small, especially
compared to ∆tMIP , we fix ∆tVHO = 100 ms from now on.
In this paper, we want to answer the question if P2P
file sharing applications in B3G networks require nonrequeueing techniques like MobileIP or not. In detail, we
compare a) requeueing and b) non-requeueing with refill,
and c) non-requeueing w/o refill for different additional delays for preserving the IP address. The investigated scenarios comprise a today’s and a future network layout in
different load situations. In addition, we derive a new cooperation strategy in order to counter the impact of mobility.
Its performance is demonstrated for the future layout using
a non-requeueing VHO technique.

4. Analysis of Current P2P in B3G Networks
We want to analyse the impact of VHOs on a P2P network of these days. The simulation scenario for our investigations in this section is as follows. There is a single file
of size 9500 kB which is to be shared by the mobile peers.
There are 100 mobile peers that want to download this file
and altruistically share this file after download. Every 120 s,
a random peer sends a request to the sources currently available for this file until all peers have placed their request.
At the beginning, the P2P network consists of a number of
Internet peers with a constant uplink capacity of 768 kbps
that serve as initial sources, and keep serving throughout
the simulation. This ensures that the mobile peers always
find equal conditions on simulation start-up. The number of
these initial seeds controls the load of the P2P system. Few
Internet peers lead to a high load since at the beginning there
are only few sources available, the first downloads may take

a long time, and the file propagates only slowly. All stochastic influences except for the mobility pattern are avoided so
the impact of VHOs is not tampered by stochastical fluctuations not caused by mobility itself. Especially, there is
no churn in this scenario. For the same reason, we kept
to a single set of parameters defining the network and traffic. We performed 20 repetitions with different seeds for the
random number generator in every simulation run.
We measure the impact of VHOs on the P2P system by
the download times of all mobile peers individually. The
download time of a single peer is defined by the period of
time between sending the file request and receiving the last
data belonging to the file. We illustrate the impact of VHOs
by plotting the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of
the download time of a random peer. We obtain the CDF
from the download times of all peers in all simulation runs
with different seeds. For our analysis, we consider four scenarios: today’s network with a low load, today’s network
with a high load, a future network with a low load, and a
future network with a high load. A high load corresponds
to a single Internet peer and a low load to ten Internet peers.
In Fig. 3, we see different CDFs of the download times
for today’s networks in the high load situation. There are
four CDFs for non-requeueing with delays ∆tMIP of 0 s, 1 s,
5 s, and 10 s, and two CDFs for requeueing, one with refill
and one w/o refill. Preserving the IP address outperforms
loosing the IP address in this high load situation. A peer that
looses its IP address is forced to reenter the uplink waiting
queues of its sources and therefore has to wait much longer
until it is allowed to download for the next time. There is
no clear impact of the non-requeueing delay even if the nonrequeueing delay is extremely high, since there simply are
too few VHOs in today’s network layout. The low load scenario in today’s network nullifies the impact of the different
IP address handling mechanisms, since even less VHOs occur during the shorter download time in this scenario, and
the waiting queues are almost empty. Thus, the average
download times are nearly the same, cf. Tab. 1. Tab. 1
shows also the average download time of today’s and future network layout in the low and high load scenario for
non-requeueing and requeueing.
Let us next investigate the situation in future networks
with higher WLAN hotspot density. Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 show
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Table 1. Average download times [min].
average download
today
future
time [min]
high low
high
low
non-req.
0 s 175.5 3.5
80.6
2.3
∆tMIP
1 s 175.6 3.5
82.7
2.3
5 s 176.7 3.6
102.9
2.5
10 s 181.7 3.6
145.3
2.8
100 s
–
–
1074.5 14.5
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with refl. 246.7 4.1 1206.8 6.5
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Figure 3. Comparison of requeueing and nonrequeueing with varying delay in today’s networks with a high load.
CDFs for requeueing with and w/o refill as well as CDFs
for non-requeueing with delays of 0 s, 1 s, 5 s, 10 s, and
100 s in the future network layout. Fig. 4 shows the results
for the high load scenario. Analogous to the results from
Fig. 3, non-requeueing is better than the two requeueing
variants, but the difference between requeueing and nonrequeueing increased from a factor of two in today’s network layout to a factor of ten in the future network layout. The higher WLAN density in the future layout has two
effects, a higher network capacity and more VHOs. The
higher available amount of bandwidth leads to an average
download time of 82.7 min in the future layout compared
to 175.6 min in today’s layout for the non-requeueing technique with ∆tMIP = 1 s. However, the higher number of
VHOs in the future layout increases the relative impact of
the non-requeueing delay, compared to ∆tMIP = 0 s, expressed by larger differences in download times, cf. Tab. 1.
Using the requeueing technique, the peer changes its IP
address at every VHO. Thus, it is often loosing its connections, is removed from being served, and shifted back
to the end of the waiting queue. Together with frequent
VHOs, this technique has to be avoided for an efficient content distribution service in a future network layout. Only
for unrealistic VHO delays of 100 s, the requeueing and the
non-requeueing technique show the same download performance in a high load scenario as can be seen in Fig. 4.
In the following, we focus on the low load scenario in future networks for which Fig. 5 shows the equivalent CDFs
as in Fig. 4. We can still see a difference in requeueing
and non-requeueing as well as the non-requeueing delays
even with a low load as opposed to today’s network layout, cf. Tab. 1, since more VHOs occur even in the shorter
download times. If the load in the P2P system is low, then
downloads take less time which leads to less VHOs occurring during the downloading time. In general, the impact of
mobility decreases with the load and vice versa.
In both load scenarios, preserving the IP address with

5. Mitigating the Impact of Mobility
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Figure 4. Comparison of requeueing and nonrequeueing with varying delay in the future
network with a high load.
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Figure 5. Comparison of requeueing and nonrequeueing with varying delay in the future
network with a low load.
non-requeueing outperforms requeueing techniques. Nevertheless, the performance gain of non-requeueing melts in
the low load scenario, since the waiting queues at the providing peers are almost empty and hence the waiting times
are almost negligible. In such a scenario, a delay ∆tMIP exists such that the download performance is even worse than
with requeueing techniques. However, this only happens for
unrealistic large delays above 10 s.
As a result of the performance evaluation, we see
that non-requeueing techniques, like MobileIP, are recommended in mobile P2P file sharing systems w.r.t. download
performance, if this technique only requires a small transmission delay below a few seconds. In future network layouts, the increased uplink capacity due to the higher WLAN
density leads to smaller download times. In order to foster
the download from such high-capacity peers, a new cooperation strategy is proposed in the next section which tries
to smoothen changes in the available uplink capacity as a
consequence of the user’s mobility and the resulting VHOs.

In this section, we introduce a new cooperation strategy
that affects the duration a user is allowed to access the uplink capacity of a providing peer. In common P2P networks
like eDonkey, the resource exchange is volume-based, i.e.,
each peer is allowed to download the same amount of data
in a row, also called download unit (DU). In eDonkey P2P
systems, the size of such a DU is 540 kB corresponding to
three blocks. We will further speak of volume-based cooperation (VBC). The problem of VBC is that a peer with a
high-capacity technology, like WLAN, is thwarted by peers
with smaller bandwidths, like UMTS, if these peers wait
to be served by the same source. Thus, a user in a highcapacity technology can not finish its download quickly and
serve as a new seed for all other peers in the network.
As a small example, we can imagine three peers
P0 , P1 , P2 with download capacities C0 , C1 , C2 . The ratio of the corresponding downlink capacities may be C0 :
C1 : C2 = 3 : 2 : 1. If the peer with the highest capacity,
i.e., P0 , takes a download time ∆t to download a DU, then
it takes 2 · ∆t for P1 and 3 · ∆t for P2 . If these three peers
start downloading at the same time from the same source,
then P0 will have to wait for 5 · ∆t, i.e., the time P1 and P2
are served until P0 is served next. Thus, it is thwarted by
these two peers and the P2P network can not fully profit by
its higher capacities. As a consequence, the whole content
distribution process is slowed down.
Our new approach avoids this thwarting by not restricting the amount of data, but the time a peer is allowed to
download in a row. This approach is called time-based cooperation (TBC). Thus, peers with a higher capacity will
serve earlier as new sources, since they are able to download more data in the same time. Alas, the effectiveness of
this approach heavily relies on the peers’ altruism assumed
in this work. The basic principle of this TBC approach is a
time-out ∆t which is the maximum time a user is allowed
to download from a providing peer. Additionally, we still
need a limitation of transferred volume, since MSD needs
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with time-based approach for ∆t = 4 s.
a reservation mechanism for the data currently downloaded
to prevent downloading data twice. We set this limit to be
V = 540 kB. The providing peer stops serving the downloading peer if either the time ∆t is spent or the volume V is
uploaded. In particular, the downloading peer is interrupted
after time ∆t = min{∆t, ∆tV } while ∆tV is the duration
a peer needs to download V . Note, that ∆tV might vary due
to VHOs of the downloading or uploading peers.
For the analysis of TBC, we consider the following scenario which makes greater demands on optimisation. There
are 100 mobile peers which move around in the future network layout. There is a total of 20 different files, each of
size 9500 kB. On average, each peer shares one file at the
beginning. The peers want to download all remaining files
they not already have, i.e., 19 files on average. The interarrival time between two file requests is exponentially distributed with a mean µF = 40 s. Additionally, we consider
churn here. The peers switch from online to offline with
exponentially distributed lengths of the online and offline
phases, each with a mean µC = 1 h.
Fig. 6 shows the average download time and the 95%
quantile of the download time of the VBC and TBC approach. The latter’s performance depends on the choice of
the time ∆t, a peer is allowed to download. The figure illustrates that the performance of TBC is always at least as
good as of VBC. We see that the larger ∆t the smaller is
the performance gain. This results from the peers with fast
technologies having to wait the longer on peers in slower
technologies the larger ∆t. We can see that there is an upper bound for ∆t beyond which the two approaches give the
same results since even a peer in the slower technology is
able to finish its download before the time-limit is exceeded.
Fig. 6 suggests that there is an optimal value of the allowed download time, roughly at ∆t = 4 s. However, the
size of the 95% confidence intervals of the average download times, indicated by error bars in Fig. 6, is quite large.
Hence, it’s difficult to find an optimum. This results from
the fact that we are investigating a highly dynamical and
complex system. The behavior of such a system can vary
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Figure 8. Fairness index fI of a P2P system
with VBC and TBC approach, respectively.
largely depending on small changes in the overall situation as, e.g., a peer that stayed within WLAN for a longer
time and/or became a new seed for a file faster. To emphasize this dynamic, we separately investigate the download performance for all 20 runs of the same scenario with
∆t = 4 s, only varying the seeds of the random number
generator. Fig. 7 depicts the CDF of the download time for
each simulation run with a different random number generator seed. In addition, the black dots on each CDF indicate
the average download time of this single simulation run on
the x-axis and the corresponding quantile on the y-axis. The
mean of these 20 average download times corresponds to a
single point in Fig. 6, while the range of the average download times of the 20 simulation runs is responsible for the
large confidence intervals in Fig. 6. All means lie within an
interval of a length of around 70 min which manifests the
dynamic character of this system.
A second relevant aspect of P2P systems is fairness, i.e.,
whether all peers are treated equally. We use the fairness in1
dex fI introduced in [12], defined as fI := 1+c
2 , where cx
x
is the coefficient of variation of the download time. The fairness index returns values between 0 and 1. A fairness index
of 1 means all peers experience the same download time,
while lower values indicate a more unfair system. Fig. 8
shows the fairness index of the download time for VBC as
well as TBC in dependence of ∆t. The figure reveals that
the fairness is lowest if the performance of TBC is best.
This is due to high-capacity peers being preferred by TBC
and being able to download more data in the same time.

6. Conclusion
We investigated the impact of VHOs on the download
performance of a P2P-based content distribution system in
different heterogeneous networks and load situations. We
considered that VHOs can lead to a loss of the IP address
and investigated the impact of this loss as well as the use of
a mechanism to preserve the IP address beyond a VHO at
the cost of additional transmission delays. Non-requeueing
techniques, like MobileIP, are recommended in such mobile P2P file sharing systems w.r.t. download performance,

if this technique only requires a small delay below a few
seconds. When not using non-requeueing techniques, an IP
address change implies being requeued in the uplink waiting queue of providing peers which increases the overall
download time due to the higher waiting times. This harms
the distribution process of contents in the whole network.
Nevertheless, an upper bound for the additional transmission delay of such IP preserving mechanisms exists. In
a low load scenario, a peer will be served relatively fast after
being requeued and the additional delay of non-requeueing
might outweigh the waiting times of requeueing techniques.
In future network layouts, the increased uplink capacity,
e.g., due to better WLAN coverage, leads to smaller download times. In order to foster the download from such highcapacity peers, a new cooperation strategy is proposed for
a content distribution system based on multi-source download. Instead of downloading individual blocks of a file, a
user gets a certain time slot at a providing peer. We have
shown that this time-based cooperation strategy increases
the download performance of the P2P system in the considered heterogeneous wireless environment. Of course,
the fairness of the system is decreased as the high-capacity
peers, like WLAN users, are preferred and are allowed to
download more data in the same time than peers with small
access bandwidths. The investigation of this approach revealed that the high complexity and the dynamic character
of an MSD P2P-based content distribution system with mobile users make it hard to quantitatively describe this system. Hence, we focused on a qualitative description instead.
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